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TREADLINES

NEMBA Awards Two Trail Grants
Each year since 1996, NEMBA has been raising money through our
Access Raffle to fund trail projects that benefit mountain bikers, protect trails and preserve open space. We hope that you’ll support this
program by getting your tickets now — hurry, because the drawing
will be on October 25 at the Wicked Ride of the East!
We’re proud to announce our fall round of grants.
North Conway NH: Trail Improvements on the Black Cap
Connector
White Mountains NEMBA received a $500 grant for "major trail
improvements on the "carriage road" alternate route of the Black Cap
Trail and the Black Cap Connector in North Conway, New Hampshire.
The Black Cap Trail is a popular hiking trail in North Conway, New
Hampshire. A former carriage road that bypasses the upper portion of
the hiking trail is extensively used by mountain bikers to link the
NEMBA-built Red Tail Trail to the Black Cap Connector. The Black Cap
Connector and carriage road section of the Black Cap Trail are also
used by snowmobilers in winter.
The Nature Conservancy (TNC) is coordinating with the Snoward
Bound snowmobile club and NEMBA to do major improvements to
drainage structures on these trails to make them more sustainable.
The work to be performed will involve use of a mini-excavator to
install grade dips and water bars.

Save the Trails

The trails are located off Hurricane Mountain Road in North Conway,
New Hampshire."
Milford MA: Tool Trail Cache for Vietnam Trail Care
The Vietnam Land Management Committee has been awarded a $500
grant to complete a second tool cache (started last fall) to be used for
ongoing trail work at the NEMBA owned land parcel known as
"Vietnam". The money will be spent to replace broken tools and
increase the quantity of some vital tools that are needed. In addition,
the VLMC will purchase a second come-along to aid in the moving of
large rocks and a clinometer for assessing trail gradients.
Their goal is to have enough tools on-site for the Tuesday night trail
crew and to supplement the tools used on additional Trail Days
throughout the year.
Do you have a project that needs funding?
Want to help your local park and need some funding to make it happen? Consider applying for a NEMBA Trail Grant. We award grants
twice a year: March 15th and August 31st. Information here:
www.nemba.org/trailprotection/NEMBAgrants.html
Buy your Tickets now! Please support this program by buying raffle tickets — go to www.nemba.org to order online before Oct. 24th.
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T RAV E L

A Healthy Dose of Aloha
by Joe Sloane

I

n the midst of an exhausting summer, much of it spent in public meetings fighting off the construction of a cell phone tower
on the edge of the Blue Hills Reservation and a national chain
pharmacy in the middle of my neighborhood, it was time for a
change of scenery. Time to shut off the computer and cell phone
and remember what summer vacation is all about. My wife,
Priscilla, and I dusted off some unused frequent flyer miles, scheduled
a long-overdue visit with faraway family members, and boarded a
plane at Logan Airport bound for Hawaii to celebrate our 25th
anniversary.
My chosen reading for the long flight to Honolulu was John Alford's,
Mountain Biking the Hawaiian Islands, (2002, Ohana Publishing) a
book that's been sitting on a shelf in my office for a few years, awaiting a trip like this. John's book is the definitive guide to trail riding on
each of Hawaii's six main islands, with detailed ride descriptions,
three dimensional maps and realistic difficulty ratings for an amazing
assortment of trails that most visitors to Hawaii never read about or
experience firsthand. Mauka to Makai (mountains to the ocean), the
subtitle of this excellent guide book, is an accurate description of an
extensive trail network that offers routes that travel from lush mountaintops right down to the sea.
John Alford is a native of Hawaii and shares his concerns for the
islands' fragile ecology with his readers. A healthy respect for the
land, its fragile ecosystems and precious singletrack is carefully

woven throughout the text. Most of the hundreds of miles of trails
described in this guidebook are managed by the Na Ala Hele Hawaii
Trail and Access System. Just like popular trail systems in many other
states, Hawaii's hiking and biking trails are susceptible to all of the
same pressures of erosion, high usage numbers, and species protection issues. Volunteers from the Hawaii Mountain Bike Advisory
Committee, the Hawaii Bicycle League and IMBA frequently team up
on trail maintenance efforts to protect the land and sustain responsible trail access.
In addition to his skills as an author, John has over thirty years of offroad riding experience and is the owner of Bike Hawaii, a Honolulubased company offering mountain biking, hiking, sailing and kayaking
tours for island visitors.
Knowing that I was only going to have one day to ride off-road during our visit to the island of Oahu, I called John before leaving home
and signed onboard a "100% Dirt" day trip to the Kaawaa Valley on
Oahu's incredibly lush windward side.
We all know that whether you're checking out a new local riding spot
or a destination thousands of miles from home, connecting with
locals who know the trails is an essential step to having a positive riding experience. Not having to check the map at every turn allows us
to take in the excitement and natural beauty that can be easily
missed. With an experienced local guide, I found riding in Hawaii to
be an intensely grin-inducing event.
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TREADLINES
Priscilla took her book to the beach while I joined four other riders at
the designated pickup location outside our hotel where a Bike Hawaii
van topped with bikes picked us up and quickly whisked us away from
the hubbub of Honolulu. Our driver and ride leader for the day was
Mattias Nyquist, a native of Stockholm, Sweden who's been a ride
guide with Bike Hawaii since 2004 and is living a dream of sharing his
love of mountain biking with visitors to the islands.
Although the modern H3 highway shuttles drivers more quickly from
Honolulu to the windward shore of Oahu, our route was the halfhour drive north along Route 63, the Likelike Highway, climbing
quickly from sea level up to the Koolau mountain range whose highest peaks are between 2000 and 3000 feet in elevation. These dramatically steep-sided and geologically-young volcanic peaks are
perennially wrapped in luxuriant green vegetation from top to bottom, creating a dramatic visual landscape that is refreshed and
renewed daily by the moisture pulled from high clouds aloft during
intermittent rain showers.
Our ride destination was the family-owned and operated Kualoa
Ranch, a 4,000 acre working cattle ranch at the windward edge of the
Koolau Range. As the challenges of cattle ranching took a toll on
Hawaii's industry in recent years, Kualoa's owners gradually opened
up their property to visitors in an effort to find ways of developing
recreational and agricultural enterprises compatible with a mission of
environmental stewardship. The result is a rather touristy blend of
recreational activities, but to this casual observer, it seems to work.
Horseback rides, ATV tours and open-air bus rides are what attract
most people to Kualoa Ranch. The key to keeping people happy seems
to be in minimizing the overlap of different visitors' experiences. With

Save the Trails

special permission from the landowners, Bike Hawaii introduces riders to a quiet world of trails invisible to most Kualoa visitors.
On our 2 ½ hour ride, we only caught a few glimpses of the other visitors who were experiencing the same beautiful weather in a breath-
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taking location. Except for the frustration of
waiting for a growly group of dusty ATVs to
pass on a dirt road, we and a few black
Angus cattle had the trails to ourselves. It's
no wonder that scores of movie and television producers have chosen this valley for a
backdrop; the landscape is both spectacular
and timeless.
Mattias was the quintessential Hawaiian
bike ride leader. A t-shirt and shorts to go
along with his sneakers, flat pedals and rigid
Bianchi SASS singlespeed were all this guy
needed for some fun in the sun. We were
treated to plenty of local lore and at wellplanned water stops, Mattias introduced us
to strawberry guava berries and passionfruit, nature's own energy bars that we
picked from trees alongside the trail.
John Alford and his ride guides love Kualoa
as a ride destination because it offers terrain
and trail choices for all abilities. When I
commented that the trails wandered sensibly along the flanks of the mountains, John
pointed out that many of these trails are,
"bovine designed", having been created over
the years by the wanderings of the ranch's
cattle, in his words, "reincarnated mountain
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I brought my riding clothes, shoes and Camelback with me to Hawaii,
an effort that made me feel much more comfortable on a different bike
and new trails. The Kona Caldera front-suspension hardtails that Bike
Hawaii provided were fine for this ride, but I missed my Ted Wojcik
and Rocky Mountain back home. On my next visit to Hawaii, I might
ask John to get me connected with one of the excellent bike shops in
Honolulu, such as The Bike Shop, which rents Specialized and Kona
models.
Visitors to Hawaii hear the word, "aloha" used a lot and there's a tendency for us city folks to underestimate this greeting and the "Have a
nice day" notion it can sometimes conjure up. Upon closer inspection, aloha is more than a word of greeting or farewell and it holds
deeper meaning.
In the Hawaiian language, aloha is "the presence of breath" or "the
breath of life." The true spirit of aloha lies in mutual regard for others
and extends warmth in caring with no obligation in return. Aloha
means to hear what is not said, to see what cannot be seen and to
know the unknowable.
A simple but unforgettable mountain bike ride on the island of Oahu
with a dedicated ride leader and four other riders looking for the same
break from civilization was the healthy dose of aloha that I needed.
Priscilla and I left Hawaii not disappointed in what we couldn't fit into
a short visit, but looking forward to the things we want to do when
we return.

bikers". Apparently these cattle have been to a NEMBA Trail School
because these trails make for some great riding. Owing to its trail
variety, Kualoa Ranch has been the site for the Hawaiian Mountain
Tour Pro/Am, the annual 24 Hours of Hell in Paradise Mountain Bike
Race and other events. Although our ride at Kualoa Ranch was a great
introduction to Hawaiian mountain biking, John and his Bike Hawaii
crew also have plenty of experience coordinating rides at other Oahu
locations for groups of all abilities.
Fitting our group's varied riding skills, we rode on fast dirt roads as
well as twisty singletrack, keeping everyone in our group very busy.
Plenty of roots and rocks made this Blue Hills boy feel right at home,
and a dry weather introduction to Hawaii's ubiquitous red dirt was a
pleasure. In wet weather, this red dirt can quickly turn into a claylike
mud that can stop your bike in its tracks. Fortunately, we were only
treated to one brief rainshower that was a welcome relief at the top
of a short climb.

Save the Trails
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NEMBA ACCESS RAFFLE
DRAWING: OCTOBER 25

ORDER ONLINE NOW!

Support NEMBA’s Trail Grant Program by entering to win some fantastic prizes donated
by the generous manufacturers. Tickets are $10 a piece, six for $50 or fifteen for $100.
Purchase your tickets online at www.nemba.org or call 800-576-3622

GT’s Marathon Carbon Pro
GT I drive 4 monocoque carbon fiber front
triangle and rear triangle with 4 inches of
travel. Integrated headset and main pivot
bearings. Internal cable routing. Mavic
CrossTrail wheels, XTR shifters, Fox Shox 32
RL fork. This bike is amazing!

Mavic Crossmax SLR Disc
Wheelset
This is Mavic top-of-the-line crosscountry wheelset. This 6-bolt disc
wheelset weigh in at only 1520 grams
but is as stiff as ever to withstand the
most aggressive pedal strokes!

Two Prizes!
An F-Series RL and a 36 Float RC2
Two Winners and two great forks! The first is an FSeries RL fork for serious cross-country riding. The
RL's open bath damper provides award winning reliability and adjustability. The second prize is a big-hit 36
Float 160mm RC2. This 6 inch travel winner is the
lightest, most versatile All-Mountain fork around.
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A Mountain Biking Holiday for 6 Folks
Enjoy a full weekend or weekday camping and riding
package in the foothills of the White Mountains with
Back Country Excursions of Maine

Ride the Trails

EXPLORE

Harold
Parker
by Dan Streeter & Bill Boles

Difficulty—
Easy:

30%

Moderate: 30%

Difficult :30%, Caution : 10%

Description
Harold Parker State Forest is located in the towns of Andover, North
Andover, Middleton and North Reading. The forest's 3000+ acres
have over 30 miles of old woods roads and singletracks. And the singletracks are some of the most enjoyable to be experienced in the
region. The white-blazed Bay Circuit Trail goes through Harold Parker
and links it to the nearby Charles Ward Reservation (The Trustees of
Reservations) and the Boxford State Forest.
For many years NEMBA members have been active in the forest,
repairing and upgrading its trails. I start most of my rides in the eastern section of the forest on Harold Parker Road where there are
numerous small parking areas. Alternatively many riders start nearer
to the center of the forest at the intersection of Jenkins and Harold
Parker Roads.
The Lorraine Pond campground, which has 91 sites, is also centrally
located and near to most of the forest's trailheads.
At least a few days will be needed to fully explore all of the trails that
Harold Parker has to offer. And I'd suggest bringing a copy of the trail
map http://www.mass.gov/dcr/parks/trails/harold.gif and the topo
map
created
by
North
Shore
NEMBA
http://www.nsnemba.org/images/HP_TopoMap.jpg so that you won't

Save the Trails

get too badly lost. The official DCR trail map doesn't show every one
of the forest's trails. But at least all of the roads and major intersections are on it.
Every year North Shore NEMBA hosts the Wicked Ride of the East at
Harold Parker. This is a challenging fun event that uses many of the
best trails in the forest, including many that North Shore NEMBA has
had a hand in maintaining. Be sure to check out the route map for this
event.

Join us for the

Wicked Ride
October 25th
Info at www.nemba.org
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For more information on Harold Parker, including camping and swimming visit the DCR's Harold Parker website: www.mass.gov/dcr,
search Harold Parker.
But the best way to get introduced to Harold Parker's trails is to
explore. Go there, take off on a trail, and get lost. Then find yourself,
and get lost again. You'll never be too far from a paved road; so cutting the forest up into pavement encircled blocks will keep things
manageable. Not to mention provide you with many days of fun
exploring. I particularly like the way the singletracks make use of all
of the forest's best terrain. They wind around and over all of the
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forests' hills and provide you with lots of scenic photo opportunities
along the shores of the forest's many ponds.
If you want to sample the best of the forest's trails without having to
find them yourself try following the course on the Wicked Ride of the
East map above. Or attend this year's event.
Everyone I know who rides at Harold Parker raves about the place. The
trails seem endless. The terrain ranges from smooth buffed singletracks to some of the most technical cross country trails on the North
Shore.

Ride the Trails

When I ride at Harold Parker I normally do one of three rides.
For the first ride I'll park in the dirt parking lot on the north side of
Harold Parker Road just west of Collins, Brackett, Delano and Bear
Ponds. I try to ride all of the singletracks and woods roads in this
area as they loop around these ponds. In doing this I do not cross
any paved roads. So if you get to one, turn around and continue
exploring. I don't have a preferred route, although some of the singletracks are much more fun when ridden down than they are as
uphill climbs. If I have time I'll finish on the trails to the south of
Harold Parker Road that loop around the north of Field Pond.
Actually, I always have time, as these trails are among my favorite
trails in the forest. If you explore the trails to the east of Field Pond
you'll find one that leads into the back of the Lorraine Pond
Campground.
Another good ride option is to park at the junction of Harold Parker
and Jenkins Roads. Berry Pond Road also comes into this intersection. There is a large parking area here which is located pretty much
in the center of the forest. From there I'll choose one of the many
forest roads to get deeper into the forest and then dive into any of
the almost uncountable number of singletrack trails that lead off
from them. A particular favorite among these is the technical singletrack that branches off from Harold Parker Road, which at this
point has devolved into a dirt path. About 100 yards from the parking area turn right on the first singletrack. This trail is difficult and
will serve as a great warmup for all of the other similar trails that
you'll encounter. Yellow diamond blazes mark the route to and
around Salem Pond. Be sure to bring a copy of at least one of the

Save the Trails
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maps mentioned above, as you will get lost without one.
For a third ride I focus on the trails in northeastern third of the forest. I'll follow Berry Pond Road from the Jenkins parking lot to the
crossing of the Bay Circuit Trail, and then take a right heading north.
Following the white blazes and exploring additional singletrack spits
you out on Harold Parker Road near Route 114. One can retrace the
route back or continue behind Stearns Pond and Salem Pond for
almost a 10 mile loop. But, at the northern end of this loop there is
a vast array of convoluted singletracks that are almost too much fun
to believe.
Riding in Harold Parker State Forest is a constant continuing challenge. Every time I go there I am awed by the trails that I find and surprised at how much fun I have. And, depending on the trails that I
ride, how difficult they are.
In the winter I've encountered snow frozen as hard as Styrofoam here
more than anywhere else. Frozen snow covers up all the roots and
rocks that normally protrude from the ground and add it tends to
make your ride very fast. But fast or slow, you'll enjoy the trails at
Harold Parker State Forest.

Rules
Expect to find hunters during hunting season in many areas of the
forest. However, there is no hunting in Massachusetts on Sundays
and the entire areas west of Jenkins Road in Andover and along Berry
Pond Road are always closed to hunting.
The Lorraine Pond Campground is open from mid April to mid
October.

Upcoming Events
Kona Bicycles Mountain Bike Adventure Series
Wicked Ride of the East
10/25/09 www.mtbadventureseries.org

Local NEMBA Chapter
North Shore NEMBA ~ www.nsnemba.org/
Nearby NEMBA Shops
The Bike Shop of Topsfield Cycle Loft

Directions
From route 93 take exit 41. Follow 125 north (toward Andover), for
about 4 miles to the State Police Barracks (on right). Turn right on
Harold Parker Rd. There are many parking areas on this road and the
Jenkins Road intersection is about one mile away. From that intersection turn right to get to the Lorraine Park Campground.
.
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A DV E N T U R E

Mountain Bike Oregon
Micro-brews, Epic Rides, Catered Meals and
Post-Ride Yoga
By Albert Lew

Have you ever wondered what it would
be like to spend three days just riding
epic trails? What it would be like to
have your rides guided, your meals
catered, your bike wrenched by professional mechanics, your recovery drinks
mixed and ready after every ride, your
body treated to post-ride yoga rejuvenation, and to be entertained every
nights at beer garden stocked with as
much microbrew as you can drink? If
this sounds like nirvana on earth, then
should consider attending Mountain
Bike Oregon.

Save the Trails

Thursday arrival
Oakridge is a small town of about 3000 in the foothills of the
Cascade Mountains. Large, mature trees fill the mountain vistas, and
the occasional treeless pocket reminds you that logging was and
continues to be an important industry to the area.
The largely flat base camp of Mountain Bike Oregon (MBO) is situated on the banks of the Willamette River. After turning off the main
road, the sponsors' tents, registration and food, the beer garden, and
the camping grounds are spread from left to right across the site. If
you are traveling from the East Coast, you must depart and arrive
Thursday, lest you miss Friday's great riding. The good news is that
you can register early and sign up for the ride of your choice. If you're
not sure what ride suits you, then many helpful guides with great
local knowledge of the trails are on hand to assist in your trail selection. The bad news about a Thursday arrival is there are no facilities
save running water, portable and plumbed toilets. You are on your
own for food, drink, and friendship

Friday: Alpine - Tire Mountain - Windberry
With the assistance of a friendly guide from the night before, I decided on an "epic" ride choice, which would include a significant portion
of the famous Alpine descent, the grueling climb of Tire Mountain,
and finish with the descent of Windberry.
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Slightly before 8AM, I piled into a large school bus with nearly 50
other fellow riders. One of the last people to board was Scot Nichol,
the founder of Ibis, and he must have spotted my Ibis jersey. As the
proud owner of a 10 month old Ibis Mojo SL, it was great to meet the
founder of the company we spent the next 30 minutes on the gravel
climb to the trailhead talking about how much I love my bike, how
Ibis got started, Scott's favorite places to ride, and what it is like to
run a small, successful bike company.
Although we were shuttled up 4300 feet, we began by climbing
another 500 feet to the top of Alpine. Normally, this is where I gush
about the beautiful large, old growth forest we rode through after traversing a beautiful alpine meadow. Except in my case, I had the pleas-

in New England and even Southern California, the descents truly
seemed endless. While I tend to think of disc brakes as tools to help
me stop when conditions are wet, in Oregon, disc brakes are tools
used to constantly keep your speed in check across miles and miles
of downhill. Fortunately, although I was relying on my front brake
exclusively, it did not overheat or fade. In retrospect, riding with one
brake was a positive experience, as I was able to experiment with
some different switchback riding techniques and hang out with slower folks whom I would normally be testing my patience on the downhills.
At the end of the ride, the shuttle bus came to drive us back to camp,
and I headed over to the local high school for my shower. Although
we were warned about cold showers, I was extra lucky during the

8000’ Descent ... with just a front brake!

ure of losing both of the bolts fixing my rear brake caliper to my
frame. Oops! I didn't cinch the bolts when assembling my bike
Thursday afternoon! Fortunately, Scot was riding at the back of the
group, saw me, and stopped to help. Before Scot could zip tie my
caliper to the seat rails, we needed to cut the zip ties holding the
brake line to the bike. Fortunately, another rider stopped to offer his
pocket knife. Unfortunately, he cut the zip ties and sliced my rear tire
at the same time! After slightly more than 2 miles into a 20+ mile
ride, this was an inauspicious start. Little did I realize that I would be
doing over 8000+ feet of descending with just the front brake!
Once I got rolling again, I was able to enjoy the aforementioned beautiful views. At mile 4, Scot said he would just start "toodle-doing"
along. Be wary of those bike company founders - they hammer! His
"easy" pace had my heart rate going along at a whopping 160BPM,
and we started passing large groups of riders. After a few miles, I had
to stop, though, and take a picture of the incredible vista of mountains, clouds, and trees.
Later in the ride, I was following Scot up the switchbacks of Tire
Mountain, and I was completely into the red zone at 176+ BPM
while climbing in the granny gear. Did I mention that bike company
founders hammer? Scot just drilled the climb and dropped lots of riders on his way up the hill. For comparison, I normally run only the
middle ring on my bike, and had no problem a couple of weekends
prior to MBO climbing every climb at Northeast Kingdom and the
Waterbury Trails in Vermont in the middle ring. The hills at MBO are
STEEP!
Although the ride had 5600 feet of total climbing, it had even more
descending - 8600 feet! The descents at MBO were generally fairly
buff, fast, very long, and punctuated with amazing scenery. If you
were not descending through a covered grove of dark trees, then you
were on an exposed ridgeline overlooking some tall trees. Unlike rides
16
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Post-Ride hydration: Dozens of varieties of local microbrew!

weekend and took the first of three piping hot showers prior heading
back to camp for Nick's yoga class. I did not realize that I had done
5600 feet of climbing, but I knew I was tired. The yoga class was a
great way for a whole body stretch and really worked wonders at
flushing out the lactic acid from my legs. Nick, the instructor, is an
avid cyclist, and his yoga class is very focused on helping MBO participants recover from a hard day of riding. Little did I know how
important his yoga class would be, as I was about to embark on an
even more challenging ride on Saturday.
But before I could ride Saturday, I had to check out the sponsor area,
enjoy a nice dinner, and hang out at the beer garden for the MBO bike
toss contest. The sponsors included many bike industry companies,
Ride the Trails

including Endura, Felt, Garmin, GT, Heed, Ibis, Jones, Mavic, Santa
Cruz, and Specialized. All the bike companies were offering bikes you
could demo for free, and Garmin offered free demos of their GPS units.
Two sets of mechanics were on duty as well from a Portland area bike
shop and Mavic. Minor adjustments to brakes and drive chains were
offered by mechanics free of charge.
The first night's dinner consisted of a super variety of protein-rich
salad fixing that made this vegetarian a happy camper, burgers, and
veggie burgers. There was plenty of food for all 300 ravenous participants, and we could wash it down with lemonade, fruit punch,
water, Heed recovery drink, or any of almost a dozen varieties of
microbrew from three breweries at the beer garden. For $10, I picked
up a nice souvenir for quaffing the fine brews:
The bike toss was great fun for spectators and participants alike, and
it seemed that everyone went to bed happy, well fed, well rested, and
ready for another epic day of riding.

Saturday: Salmon Creek - Heckletooth

it sounds boring, the regal, plus-sized trees of Oregon kept the view
up the climb interesting and our small band of 10 or so riders (including two guides) enjoyed a nice conversation as we climbed towards
the singletrack entrance.
Once there, our guide Adam came into his element, and a fellow
camper who was renting a decidedly downhill oriented steed started
attacking the green switchbacks and berms of downhill singletrack
with gusto. Pretty soon, however, the trail started to point skyward,
and after attempting to muscle through some very steep switchbacks
the prior day in the middle ring, I dialed up Grandma's lowest offering
right away. Amazingly, Gerrit, who I had ridden with the previous day,
nearly cleared the entire 25+% climb of the last pitches of
Heckletooth in his rigid singlespeed with a 36x18 gear! He was a good
motivator for me up the trail, as I was determined to keep pedaling if
he was. He only had to dismount for about 20 yards at the top to
clear a root pull! It was quite impressive, as we watched every other
rider get off and walk most of the steep climb to the finish. Except, of
course, his wife Kym, who was also riding a rigid singlespeed. Both of

When I told the guides at the ride sign up table Friday afternoon that
I had really enjoyed the previous day's ride, and that I would like to
do something very similar the next day, they suggested that I sign up
for Salmon Creek - Heckletooth. The beginning of the ride starts out
innocently enough and parallels Salmon Creek, changing just slightly
in elevation and throwing in a few moderately technical sections. Of
all the riding I did at MBO, Salmon Creek was the most similar to riding at home, although there were noticeably fewer roots and rocks
than our Boston area equivalents.

them were simply amazing to watch. We were treated to a super view
at the top, including snow at Diamond Mountain, and we decided to
celebrate reaching the peak with the lunch we had piled into our
packs at breakfast time.

After we exited Salmon Creek, we began the long 8 mile logging road
gravel climb up to the singletrack entrance to Heckletooth. Although

Unlike the initial slopes of Heckletooth's descent, for which "disintegrated" would be a generous description. Although it was rocky and
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There were quite a variety of lunch offerings, but all of the sandwiches were able to hold their own even after 4 hours of Camelbak time,
thanks to a local company, Dave's Killer Bread, one of the MBO sponsors. His bread was tasty and sandwiches simply did not disintegrate.
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computer! Fortunately, we were shuttled up
a gravel logging road close to the summit,
and there wasn't much climbing compared
to the prior two day, but even on this mostly downhill run, we were treated to just a
few more of Oregon's granny gear switchbacks.

Albert Lew racing the Minibike Crit

fun, the switchbacks were completely washed out and largely unrideable. Fortunately, we still had many miles of very nice old growth forest to descend through, and like the prior day, descending the 6000+
feet of Heckletooth long and generous so that I could savor the sweet
berms, old growth forest, and whoop de doos over and over again.
That is, until we came to our natural snack break stop - Oregon blackberries. At the bottom, our group enjoyed as many blackberries as we
could snack on. Sun-ripened clusters were my favorite.
We finished off with an uneventful road descent and stopped at a fish
hatchery before heading into camp. We saw get to see small fish
being raised, and were able to gape at the four or five sturgeon at the
hatchery. They are as long as people, our riding crew agreed that it
was the non-cycling highlight of the day.
After arriving back at camp, I took another warm shower at the local
high school, got a tutorial at the Mavic techs about how to clean out
and remove the stickiness my rear brake lever, and settled into another excellent hour of Nick's yoga. Before I knew it, it was time for dinner, cooked by no other than Chris King of headset fame himself.
People were raving about the chicken, and the vegetarian fare of
grilled eggplant and fried tofu rectangles was both tasty and satisfying. And then it was on to the beer garden for more local Oregon
microbrews and the entertainment of the evening - the minibike crit.
Having spent lots of time riding my 6-year-old's bike over the past
year, I figured I would be a lock for the victory. While I discovered that
I have lost a lot of the steps in the 10 years since I last was racing, it
was great fun participating in the one heat where I placed a proud
second.

Sunday: Hardesty
After climbing over 12,000 feet in two days, I was searching for a ride
whose profile pointed downhill. The descent of Hardesty looked very
promising, but I was a bit startled to discover from Saturday evening
beer garden discussions that the ride began with a one mile climb. As
you can see from the elevation profile, everyone who had ridden
Hardesty Saturday and told me about the climb did not have a bike
18
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Once at the top, we began rolling through
another classic Cascade mountain descent.
Like the descents of the previous two days,
shady light, old growth forest, tight switchbacks, and largely buff conditions marked
Hardesty's descent. Unlike other descents,
the grade of the descent was changing constantly. We would go from moderately
downhill to rolling to steeply downhill and
back again. Then before we knew it, the ride
was suddenly over and we regrouped at a
fireroad. It seemed like the ride was far too
short! I asked whether that was it for the
descent, and our guide Chris informed us
that we had only completed half of the
descent. And with that, we reentered the
singletrack after a couple of hundred yards,
and were treated to more berms, more trees,
more switchbacks, and more hollers of joy.
And before we knew it, we were at the bottom
of the descent, wishing we could do it again.

Mountain Bike Oregon, the logistics
Getting there: Many airlines offer flights to one of Oregon's two main
airports: Portland and Eugene. Portland is 150 miles from Oakridge,
and Eugene is 50 miles from Oakridge. Both airports offer many
choices for rental cars, or you can find a rideshare through the
mtbikeoregon.com forums, as I did.
Where to stay: There is plenty of camping space for all participants.
However, if camping is not for you, there are more than half a dozen
hotels in Oakridge, all within a mile or less of MBO campsite. There
is also an RV park if you wish to rent an RV for the weekend.
What to ride: I am fortunate enough to own a special travel case that
squeaks under the TSA maximum regulation size of 62 linear inches
(width + depth + height) and under maximum weight (50 pounds)
for checked baggage. However, this does not guarantee your bike a
"free ride". Check with your airline for their baggage policies and
charges regarding bicycles beforehand, as you can pay anything from
no charge (for travel bike situations such as mine) to $175 each way.
If you don't want to bring your bike, you can rent from Willamette
Mountain Mercantile in Oakridge, or you can try to arrange for a
demo bike (separate rentals for each day you are there) from one of
the sponsors.
Trail directions: Every ride is guided, although you have the option of
self guided rides from camp. The ratio of participants to guides is
nearly three to one, so your chances of getting lost of a guided ride
about zip.
Cost: MBO is a great value at $279 for three days of camping, meals,
beer, shuttles, and guiding. An all day excursion to the "Middlefork"
ride, which I did not do, costs an extra $40.
For more information: Go to mtbikeoregon.com and also check out
the mtbr.com Next year's registration starts in December. See you
there!
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How to Find Great Mountain Biking
Wherever You Go
by Kathy Evans

I love mountain biking.

I have for Angler's Ridge in Danville, VA outlines a wonderful 14.5
mile loop and covers most of the available trails.

And what I love most about mountain biking is finding new sweet
singletrack that I have never ridden before. This year I've spent
almost 3 weeks traveling and riding at new places out of state. I will
outline below how to go about finding these places and then also
include a list of my must-ride favorite places in the East.

Another important criterion for making the most of an out of state
ride is to have a map that is well labeled and trails that are well
signed. Some areas use trail names, and this is very helpful as long
as the names match the map. The Bent Creek Area near Asheville,
NC has a great map that matches the trails very well. However, a
1998 edition of the local mountain biking book had a map with the
same trails, but completely different names!

Start any trail search with a web search. My favorite place to start is
googling "mountain biking" followed by the state or region (i.e. mountain biking Western NC). This will often bring you to websites for
either a mountain biking organization or to a website designed specifically for riding a certain area. Before spending too much time on any
one website, check to see when it was last updated or check the last
time someone posted on the forum. Out of date information
abounds on the World Wide Web. If you do find a local mountain
biking group, look for a contact person to send an e-mail. Before my
trip to Pennsylvania, I sent an e-mail to the president of the York Area
Mountain Biking Association (YAMBA). He forwarded it to the club's
ride coordinator and I then had access to the group rides in the area
plus was able to tap the knowledge of a local rider.
The next important step is finding a map. If you are planning far
enough ahead of time, you can usually order a map from the state or
park service. For other areas (and for all of the ones listed in my
"must ride trails") you can print out a map on-line (although you may
have to pay or join a group to gain access to the maps). Sometimes
you need to look for a race map for the area. Looking for local races
is another way to search the web also. Dirt Rag magazine has a lot
of advertisements and listings for various races on the east coast.
Having a race course map also gives you a route to follow. The map
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I also try to stay in touch via e-mail with any out of state mountain
bikers I have met. A couple of years ago I went on a mountain biking trip to Utah with a group from Connecticut. These are the folks I
get in touch with if I'm ever looking for a ride in CT. There is nothing
better than a led ride by a local rider. Also talk to other riders you
meet at the trailheads. See what they recommend and what other
areas have great trails. Always try to make bike friends in new places!

Now on to my favorite places to ride in the
East (in order from North to South).
Hinesburg Town Forest, Hinesburg, VT.
Find this one by looking up the Fellowship of the Wheel (www.fotwheel.org). This is a hidden gem close to Burlington, VT with sweet
singletrack, challenging climbs and swoopy downhills. Start at Sleepy
Hollow Ski and Bike Center (www.skisleepyhollow.com) to make for a
day-long epic. You'll have to pay to ride at Sleepy Hollow, but it's
worth the price of the map (without the map, forget being able to find
the connecting trail!). I prefer to park at the Hayden Hill Road trailhead. This lets you end with a long downhill run.
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Trail of Tears, Barnstable, MA.
This ride is just a little over two hours from my house in
Concord, NH and is well worth the trip, especially when
the local trails are still covered in snow during the winter.
I wouldn't recommend this trail in the summer because it's
on Cape Cod and the traffic will bring you to tears not the
trail! Get a map and information off the NEMBA site
(www.nemba.org). Go to Riding Zone, Places to Ride,
Massachusetts, Trail of Tears. I prefer to park at the Race
Lane Road parking lot. The map is good and is helpful to
prevent getting completely lost, but you will still end up
on some trails not knowing exactly where you are. But,
all the trails are nice, so just relax and enjoy the riding!
Blue Mountain Reservation, Peekskill, NY.
This place is the site of the Blue Mountain Fat Tire Festival
in June. The best place to find information is the
Westchester
Mountain
Biking
Association
(www.wmba.org). Here you will find a beautiful map.
Unfortunately, the map is hard to follow because a lot of
the trail intersections are not marked. Get on the Debacle
Trail the wrong way and be in for some deep regrets! This
is a great place to ride during the festival because they
have frequent led rides for all levels.
Allegrippis Trails, Raystown Lake, PA.
There are 30+ miles of mountain bike specific, machine built trails
designed and professionally built with the help of IMBA (they opened
in the fall of 2008). The map and directions can be accessed at
www.raystown.org/outdoor-fun/allegrippis-trails. I've parked at the
Baker's Hollow parking area. This makes for a nice central location to
refill on water and food. These trails are swoopy and fun, with some
long sustained climbs at points. There is nothing technical about
these trails except for some large water bars that when hit at speed
can cause an adrenalin rush (or worse)! The only real difference
between the green (easy) and the black (difficult) trails is the distance
away from the parking lots.
White Clay Creek Park/Middlerun Natural Area, Newark,
DE.
These trails were listed a couple of years ago in Bike Magazine's 50
best rides in 50 states. I haven't ridden anywhere else in Delaware; I
just keep coming back here any chance I get! When dry, these trails
are a blast! The white clay hardens into a firm, smooth trail surface,
that when combined with the superbly built trails, makes for easy
climbing and fast downhills. Go to the website for the Delaware Trails
Spinners (www.trailspinners.org) to find a map and further information. I have been told that these trails can be linked up to the Fair Hill
Trails in Maryland. I've also had people tell me the Fair Hill Trails are
actually better (hard for me to believe).
Anger's Ridge, Danville, VA.
This place isn't exactly close to anywhere, but definitely deserves a
ride if you're in the area. It's only about 45 minutes away from
Raleigh, NC and just happens to be close to my parent's house so I've
been there a few times. Print out the race map from the Southern
Virginia Mountain Biking Association website (www.svmba.org) and
start at the Angler's Park parking area. These trails are a little tighter
and rootier than the others, but pack a good punch if you try to ride
for 15-20 miles. These trails are so well laid out that they are all good
in either direction, and even if lost, every trail makes for a good ride.
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Have Subaru, will travel!

Bent Creek Area, Pisgah National Forest, Asheville, NC.
This place has an excellent map that you can either buy at a local bike
shop or download from www.mtbikewnc.com Look at the topographical lines closely as this is a place where you only want to ride
some trails downhill. (Green's Lick is a 2.2 miles downhill trail that
caused my hands to cramp by repeated braking!). This is an area that
could easily take 2-3 days to explore completely.
Tsaili Trail, Fontana Lake, NC.
This is a classic, but remains on my list of favorites, having ridden for
the second time after an 18 year hiatus. Information can be found at
the same website as Bent Creek (www.mtbikewnc.com), and also at
the Nantahala Outdoor Center (www.noc.com). These trails alternate days with horseback riders, so I'd recommend riding on Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, or Sunday when the Left Loop and Right Loop are
open to bikers. These narrow singletrack trails weave in and out of
the fingers of Fontana Lake and haven't really changed in all these
years. The trails hold water in the low spots and after a heavy rain
(which is common in the summer in the mountains of NC) you will
appreciate the bike wash available at the parking area.
Santos Trails, Santos, Florida.
This is the ultimate in winter riding for those of us living in the
Northeast. Take a 3 ½ hour direct flight from Manchester, NH to
Orlando, FL, rent a hatchback and drive for 1 ½ hours to the Santos
Bike Shop (www. santosbikeshop.com). Rent a top of the line Giant
or Specialized bike and either ride or drive to the trailhead parking
about 1 mile down the road. This place has an excellent map and trail
signage (www.omba.org). There are short technical trails along with
an arrowed epic ride. Something for everyone!
San Felasco Trails, Alachua, FL.
If you're going to make the trip to Florida it's worth the extra time to
continue north to the San Felasco Trails. Again the map and trail
signs are excellent (available at www.sanfelasco.net). This is a place
where you will have an excellent ride the first time out….guaranteed!
I'm sure there are many other trails that deserve this list, but I've tried
to include those that are easy to follow and fun to ride on during the
first visit. So get out and hit some new trails!
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TA K I N G AC T I O N

Mountain Bikers Building Bridges
by Tom Ebersold
NEMBA member Tom Ebersold
often hikes at West Rock Ridge
State Park in Hamden, CT, and
also leads the occasional mountain bike ride there. He was
bothered enough by the neglected state of the trails that he
began doing trail work there in
August 2007, and has since
logged more than 200 hours as
a trails volunteer at the park,
coordinating his efforts with
Park Supervisor Lori Lindquist.
Tom started his work by asking
for permission to reblaze and
prune back overgrowth on the
Red Trail, a six-mile long trail
that runs the length of the park.
Lindquist agreed to allow him to
do this project, which took
about one month of occasional
visits. From there, he expanded
his efforts to the White Trail,
again focusing on reblazing and
pruning back overgrowth.
Lindquist liked his work well
enough that she gave him a job as a seasonal employee in summer
2008, allowing him to continue the trail work, which amounted to an
additional 200 hours. When the seasonal work ended in October
2008, he continued as a volunteer through the winter, focusing on
invasive species control. Lindquist was unable to rehire him in 2009,
due to the state budget crunch, so Tom stayed with his volunteer
efforts.

Tom learned of this concept while attending IMBA Trail Building
School several years ago at Putnam Park in Redding, Conn. He also
armored a section of the White Trail near Lake Wintergreen that is
muddy for part of the year. Other work has included removing invasive species that threaten the health of the forest, pruning back overhanging branches, sweeping up broken glass at a popular overlook,
and removing about five pickup truck loads worth of litter.

During his time at
the
park,
he
reblazed most of
the trails at the
park, and blazed
some
additional
ones that had not
been blazed, making it far easier for
park users to find
their way. The new
blazes have not
been reflected on
the state park map,
which is available
on the state DEP
website. An important project in 2008
was relocating a
heavily eroded section of the Purple
Trail from a fall line
trail to a contour
trail.

As a side note to
mountain
bikers,
Lindquist took over
the park management
when Alex Sokolow,
a NEMBA member,
was transferred to
Chatfield
Hollow
State Park. Lindquist,
who is not a mountain
biker,
has
restricted the use of
trails by mountain
bikers.
Formerly,
mountain
bikers
could use any trails
but the Blue Blazed
Regicides and related
trails.
Lindquist
requests that mountain bikers stick to
the Red and White
Trails and the paved
roads. This is because the trails that run up the ridge (Orange, Yellow
and Purple) are all steep and easily eroded.
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In 2008, the state
funded the installation of a 20-foot long
bridge over a seasonal watercourse that
was built by cyclist
(non-NEMBA member) Mike Ceruzzi
and Tom. Mike provided the basic
design,
which
Lindquist approved.
It consists of three
support beams or
stringers topped by
planking and held
together with decking screws. The
bridge rests on stone
abutments, which
are secure and naturally rot-free. The
bridge is made from
two 10-foot long spans that are connected on the side by a 2x4 on
each side.
The rock came from the old quarry at Sleeping Giant State Park where
it continually falls from the cliffs. On one trip, Mike and Tom went to
the quarry in a park truck while Tom was a worker and loaded up
about one ton of rocks, and drove them over to the start of the White
Trail. They then transported them one wheelbarrow load at a time
along the 0.2 mile stretch of trail to the work site. On a second trip
when Tom was no longer seasonably employed, the state provided a
driver and the truck. For that trip, they were assisted by John Rek, a
NHHC member, who helped tremendously when he moved most of
the stone in his motorized wheelbarrow.
The focus in 2009 was bridge building on a section of White Trail near
its northern terminus. This particular section passes through a
swampy area that has a clay undersoil that prevents water from
draining off and is muddy for much of the year. The trail had three sets
of planks that partially assisted at keeping people out of the mud, but
far too much of this area was inaccessible for parts of the year to all
but the hard core rider.
Based on a recommendation from Lindquist, the bridges are connected by "process," the state's tern for a mixture of gravel and stone dust
that creates a firm trail surface. Mike carted in much of the process,
one wheelbarrowful at a time with help from Tom.
With the budget freeze in 2009, the state had no funding for bridge
materials, and not wanting to lose a building season while he pursued
grant opportunities, Tom fronted the money. The total cost amounted to $290 for the lumber and fasteners to construct a 36-foot span
and a 32-foot span through two areas that are perpetually muddy and
often have several inches of standing water. The trail could not be
relocated since the entire area is a wetland, and armoring the trail
would not be practical.
Tom held down the cost by obtaining "culled" lumber from both
Lowe's and Home Depot. Culled lumber is the lumber that is less than
perfect (chipped and warped), but has the same structural value as
regular lumber, but sells for a fraction of the cost ($1 for an 8-foot
long 2x6 versus the regular prices of $6). To obtained culled lumber,
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look for it in designated areas that
stores that sell it or
ask someone in the
lumber department
if they have any
available. Different
stores amongst the
chains have varying
policies and prices.
The bridges were
constructed
in
spring and summer
2009 by Tom, Mike,
and another cyclist
(non-NEMBA member) Gary Griswold.
Most of the time
involved was setting
the abutment and
trimming the wood
to fit the stone. Tom
noted that the mosquitoes that populate the area seem particularly attracted by the
whine of a cordless drill!
The Bicycling Committee of the Appalachian Mountain Club's
Connecticut chapter donated $56 to partially offset the cost of the
materials. Tom will ask the membership of the New Haven Hiking
Club (NHHC) at its November annual meeting to support the reimbursement of the rest of the cost. The hiking club previously agreed
to fund his purchase of $160 worth of paint needed to mark those 15
miles of trails that he blazed.
Tom has filed a grant application with Sound Cyclists Bicycle Club for
an additional $300 to cover the cost of constructing two more bridges
on the White Trail at West Rock, which he hopes to complete in summer 2010. One 16-foot bridge would be in the same area as the existing bridges. There is an aging plank there, next to which Tom armored,
only to see water running over the armoring and under the plank at
times of peak water flow. Where the White Trail crosses the Purple
Trail is a seasonal watercourse that has no means of crossing other
than rolling through and leaving muddy tracks. One big change from
the earlier bridges is the planned use of cement blocks, rather than
native stone. The native stone is very labor intensive to move and is
irregular, so it can take hours to create an even foundation, and also
requires trimming the wood to fit.
The White Trail is mostly flat double and single-track with some technical sections due to roots and rocks. As a result it tends to attract
casual riders who walk their bikes through the technical areas, including the one with the bridges. The technical riders would ride through
the area, but were widening the trails and leaving deep muddy tracks
that caused hikers to comment negatively on mountain bikers and
mountain biking. Using his knowledge from trail building school, Tom
would patiently explain to hikers on AMC hikes he led that the problem was with the trail design, not the mountain bikers. With the new
bridges in place, the trails can heal as mountain bikers and all users
stay out of the mud.
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BASIC BIKING

Riding Wet Slippery Trails
by Bill Boles
While checking the arrows for recent mountain bike race I was
obsessed by the lyrics of a Paul Simon song. The night before it had
rained and there hadn't been enough time for things to dry out
before I got there. As I rode around the course these lyrics sang in
my mind.
Slip slidin' away
Slip slidin' away
You know the nearer your destination
The more you're slip slidin' away
Few things in mountain biking can put us off our game faster than
riding in slippery conditions. Trails that are easy when dry become
challenging, even scary, when they're wet.
Fortunately the same skills that work on dry trails can also, with a
little modification, keep us upright when things are wet and slippery.
In recent columns I've talked about riding through roots and rocks,
the importance of making straight lines and the benefits of momentum. Well, when things are slippery making straight lines becomes
even more important. As do the skills you've learned riding in roots
and rocks. And of course, momentum is always the key to riding well.
Maintaining momentum makes it much easier to ride over things,
especially slippery things. That's because every time you slow down
your center of gravity shifts and more weight goes onto your front
wheel. If this happens just in front of a root or rock your front wheel

may hit it and instead of rolling over it, pause, slide to one side, or
even stop. These are not the things that you want your front wheel
to do.
Riding in a straight line tends to keep your center of gravity between
your wheels. You're not leaning to the left or to the right and it's easier to maintain your speed. If you're going in a straight line your rear
wheel has more traction and is more likely to drive you forward without slipping.
Slippery conditions force you to pay more attention to your bike and
the terrain that you're riding on. You should be more aware of what
you're riding over, more cautious, but not panicked by what's in front
of you. If you freeze up and try to force your bike to go where you
want it to, it probably won't. So when you're on a slippery trail, keep
a light grip on your handlebars and try to unweight your saddle. Also,
it's a good idea to slide back on your saddle. This tends to keep your
front wheel lighter and makes it easier to roll over things.
Eventually you'll have to slow down or make a turn. When you do
brake early and slow down a little more than you would in dry conditions. Try to keep your bike upright, and minimize leaning.
Puddles oftentimes have slippery bottoms. And you can't see if there
are any rocks under the water. So, even when you're riding through a
puddle on a familiar trail, slide back on your seat, or get off it altogether, unweight your bars and try to go straight through the water.
Short muddy places are no different. If there's some obstruction hidden beneath the mud, you won't be able to see it. So get back on your
seat, or get off it, and make as straight a line as you can through the
mud.
Long deep muddy places are best avoided, as is riding on days when
you know conditions are not suitable for riding. But, we all find ourselves riding when it's slippery, at least sometimes.
Let some air out of your tires. This will increase their ability to conform to the obstructions that they encounter, and it will give you
more control over your bike. Just don't let too much out.
One final tip, pay attention to your energy level. As you get closer to
the end of your ride you'll be tired. Your reflexes won't as sharp as
they were when you started and you'll tend to make mistakes. Be
aware of this. Pay attention, stay on top of things and the nearing of
your destination won't find you slip sliding away.
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Brattleboro-Keene
NEMBA
President: Paul Rodrigue,
paulr@sover.net
VP: Peter Poanessa
Secretary: Lauren Launen
Treasurer: Tim Trotter
Email List:
mtb-pisgah@yahoogroups.com

The Brattleboro/Keene chapter is becoming known
among local cyclists and is attracting new members. Our main objective continues to be developing trail systems in New Hampshire's largest state
park, Pisgah, in the southwest corner of the state.
However, due to the redevelopment of long term
plans for the state parks throughout New
Hampshire, the initial petition filed in June 2009
continues to await any final decisions. Meanwhile,
we're trying to align ourselves with other user
advocacy groups to have a greater voice when decisions start being made.

the town of Brattleboro. Our chapter was recently
handed the opportunity to take the lead in building a new trail that would connect trails on town
property with trails on private property where biking is allowed and encouraged.
We've been meeting monthly and finding new
members showing up at each meeting. We'll be
sending a group to the NEMBAfest at Bear Brook
and are looking forward to meeting other members
and chapter reps there. - Paul Rodrigue

And so we're considering other smaller projects
while biding our time. This includes trail maintenance for a local network of trails in the city limits
of Keene and the development of new trails within
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Connecticut
President: Art Roti, artroti@hotmail.com,
860-875-0682
VP: Mark Lurie
Secretary: Al Tinti
Treasurer: Glenn Vernes
BOD Reps: Eric Mayhew & Tren Spence
At Large: Paula Burton
Email List: ctnemba@nemba.org
CT Web: www.ctnemba.net

It's hard to believe that it is almost fall and the
trails are just starting to dry out. Earlier this summer I rode at Case Mountain and I found standing
water on the trails. If you don't know Case, this
never happens there. At least the weather pattern
has changed and we have had some wonderful
weather to ride the trails.
Even with all of the rain CTNEMBA members have
been busy this summer. Paula has continued to
lead trail events to put the finishing touches on the
Where's Waldo trail. It is great fun and almost
done. Paula is designing some new technical trails
to be built next year at Huntington SP. Mark Lurie
has also continued to lead trail maintenance
events for his Upper Gussy Trail. It is also coming
along well. You can check out the progress on the
blog — http://uppergussy.blogspot.com/ .
One of the biggest successes of the year was simply getting permission to restore some trails. I
mentioned in the update that we would be having
the IMBA TCC visit CTNEMBA in Milford, CT. Joe
Woyciejes, a NEMBA member from Milford, has
been working to get permission to restore a 10+
mile trail system in Milford at Eisenhower Park for
over 9 months. We thought that it would be relatively easy to get permission to work on the trails
and we were hit with lots of resistance. One of the
biggest issues is that there is no clear method for
obtaining approval to do this and several city committees are involved in one way or another. The
week before the event we still had not gotten per-

Greater Boston
President: Tom Grimble,
tgrimble@alum.syracuse.edu
617-932-1969

VP: Tim Post, te.post@gmail.com, 617515-4812
VP: Mike Tabaczynski
VP: Greg Koch
Secretary: Terry Kennedy
Treasurer: Claire Grimble
Patrol Director: Terry Kennedy
Website: www.gbnemba.org
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Subaru/IMBA Trail Care Crew comes to Milford. Photos by Art Roti

mission to do some trail work during the IMBA
visit. The Mayor of Milford heard about the controversy and asked to have a meeting with us during the IMBA visit.
We quickly put together a one page document
describing what we wanted to do in the park and
explained in detail what NEMBA was. The updated plan asked the Mayor for permission to perform
a pilot project to demonstrate our capabilities. The
next day several of us met with the Mayor and all
of the committees involved. During the meeting
we explained who NEMBA and IMBA were and
then presented our proposal to do a pilot project.
The meeting ended in success! The Mayor asked
that all of the committees work with Joe to ensure
that the project be approved. Joe and I have both
gotten many emails congratulating us on this.
Many different groups have tried to get permission
over the years and failed. I really applaud Joe's
ability to lead the charge and have the endurance
to make it happen.

The 2009 season is winding down, but it's not over
yet! Looking back over the year, GBNEMBA made
another statement with its Trail Maintenance
Programs and had a great time with the very successful Weekly Rides Series and the DCR No Child
Left Inside program.

Middlesex Fells Trail Advocacy
GBNEMBA is continuing to be direct and very visible regarding trail advocacy towards improving
mountain bike opportunities at the Middlesex
Fells. Over the years, NEMBA contributed a lot to
the Fells and has continually put its best foot forward advocating sustainable and respectful biking
in the park. As shown by the DCR sanctioning
and/or co-hosting the annual Middlesex Fells
Opening Day event, the Weekly Ride series and
the most popular Kids Ride Series, it's very clear
the DCR enthusiastically supports our efforts, and
it's clear to them that our trail maintenance program far exceeds expectation with such quality

The rest of the IMBA weekend was a tremendous
success as well. We had two group rides. One ride
was at West Rock SP and one at West Hartford
Reservoir. At the trail school we had about 20
attendees including a healthy mix of horse enthusiasts, hikers, and mountain bikers.
This fall we have some great events coming up as
well. The Fall Fiesta will have come and gone by
the time this is published but we have another BIG
Ride at Natchaug SP on November 8. Check out
the Treadlines section of the NEMBA website for
more info — http://www.nemba.org/nembaevents/events.html. Another event that we are
really excited about is the Take A Kid MTB Day at
the West Hartford Reservoir on October 3rd. It
has been awhile since we hosted one of these
events.
We are looking forward to a great fall. See you all
on the trail. —Art Roto

work. However, it has become increasingly apparent the local "Friends" group is uses exclusionary
tactics and doesn't represent all park users as they
should. In fact, they take every opportunity to
block and derail certain user groups they feel
should be excluded. To this, the local mountain
bike community is reacting and is moving forward
with plans to gain a louder voice with both the
DCR and communities adjoining the Fells.
This past July, over eighty mountain bikers representing a cross-section of the Middlesex Fells
Reservation riding community met at a meeting
organized by NEMBA at the Mt. Hood Country
Club in Melrose to discuss the issues currently
found in the Fells and the vision for the park. It is
important that everyone understand the time is
NOW to speak up and support equitable trail
access.
NEMBA's vision is to convert the Dark Hollow

Continued on page 27
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Pond and Reservoir Trail Systems to shared use, to
review the winter closure policy to a "Mud Season"
closure policy, to improve overall trail signage, to
establish more MTB-friendly marked loops, to
convert some of the older redundant fire roads to
additional singletrack opportunities, and to legitimize unmarked / unregistered trails.
If you want to become involved, check the
GBNEMBA website for information on how you
can add support in contacting the DCR and state
officials.

GBNEMBA's Weekly Ride Series
And let's not forget our Weekly Ride Series that
was finally forced by darkness to wrap up in midSeptember. GBNEMBA in partnership with the
Massachusetts DCR jointly sponsored the
Wednesday Night PYT "Practice Your Technique"
Rides and Thursday Night Social Rides between
April and September. Exceeding our wildest imagination, the rides were a total success having over
400 enthusiastic riders participating throughout
the season. Thanks to Tim Post for organizing the
Wednesday PYT ride and to Terry Kennedy for
pulling things together every Thursday night. And
let's not forget the Ride Guides who formed the
core helping to lead and sweep. Without their
help, the rides would not have gone off as well as
they did. Ride Guides are a mainstay of the
Weekly Ride series taking full responsibility to
guide our riding groups on a safe and meaningful
ride.

NEMBA / DCR Kids Ride at the Middlesex Fells Reservation. Photo by Adam Glick

DCR / NEMBA Explorers Kid's Ride
Series

Mountain Bike Patrol (Sponsored by
GT Bicycles)

As with the Weekly Ride
Series, the monthly "Kids
Ride" Bike Ride was a season highlight. Started in
2007 and becoming an
annual
event,
the
Massachusetts DCR created
a program designed to provide outside supervised
activities for children: No
Child Left Inside." To this,
GBNEMBA stepped up and
organized a mountain bike
experience allowing local
kids to get a taste of riding
singletrack. Through the
Explorers ride, GBNEMBA's
introduced children to the
fun and excitement that
came from mountain biking
and at the same time developed the kid's appreciation
for the rules of the park and
care of the trails. Adam
Glick did a fabulous job
organizing and running this
series.

With 2009 coming to a close and 2010 quickly
approaching, the New England Mountain Bike
Patrol remains busy patrolling area parks and supporting local mountain bike events.

All this culminates on
October 3rd with the
National "Take a Kid
Mountain Biking Day." In
cooperation with the DCR
and much appreciated support from IMBA and local
businesses, we expect over
300 kids to join in with the
festivities at the all-day
event at the Middlesex Fells.
Adam Glick riding on Greater Boston NEMBA’s 600’ boardwalk in the
Beaver Brook Reservation, connecting Lexington to Belmont. Photo by PK

Save the Trails

Reaching out to help other mountain bikers, the
Patrol extended itself and provided First Aid coverage to the Landmine Race at Wompatuck on
September 13th. With over 400 racers, the
weather was warm and sunny and a perfect day
for a race. With all the mud and slime from the
previous day's torrential downpour, the 25-mile
course was a challenge. Though the Patrol was
happy to no serious injuries, they treated about
25 riders with cuts and bruises. All-in-all, the day
was perfect with everyone having a tremendous
time.
Keep an eye open for the Patrol. They'll patrol at
the Fells for Take a Kid Mountain Bike Day on
October 3rd, NEMBAFest on October 4th, and
later in October they'll provide support at the
annual MBAS "Wicked Ride of the East" at Harold
Parker.
With a number of new members, the Patrol is
increasing its visibility and providing expanded
services to NEMBA. Working towards a more
regional look, the Patrol continues to look for new
volunteers. Recently, Borderland State Park was
added and the Patrol is interested in increasing its
presence even further in the SE Mass region.
If you're interested in the Patrol, contact them. To
become a Patroller, you will need to attend the
annual Patrol Clinic where each Patroller is certified in First Aid and CPR and receives training on
Patrolling skills, basic bike maintenance, conflict
management, and park rules and regulations. No
experience is necessary and the veterans will get
you certified in First Aid and the very necessary
basic bike repair skills. —Terry Kennedy
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Merrimack
Valley

President: Bob Giunta, facdesign@comcast.net
VP Groton Town Fst VP: Mike Andersen
Lowell-Dracut SF VP: Bob Giunta
Treasurer: Hugh Folsom, (978) 244-0633
Email List: mtbmerrimackvalley@nemba.org
Website: www.mv-nemba.org
A quick update on Merrimack Valley happenings.
As most of you know by now Norman Blanchette
has stepped aside as MV's President after 10 years.
A long time to be in the top position and we all
appreciate his efforts to keep the Chapter together
and moving forward. I say, stepped aside, because
he still has plans to keep a finger on the pulse of
the chapter and be as large a part of our goings on
as he can. I have stepped up to take over the position and we will have elections this fall to determine who will carry on as President into the next
year.
Merrimack Valley has taken a short hiatus from
extensive
work
and
maintenance
at
Lowell/Dracut/Tyngsboro State Forest as we
have been spending a great deal of time at the
Russell Mill property in Chelmsford. An increasing
number of area riders have taken advantage of the
work we have done there and our Friday Night
Ride has become very popular. Work will continue
on the "skills area" this fall which now includes our
special version of a pump track (the berms are
growing by the week) and hope to include a prac-
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tice area complete with log/rock features, a progressive drop section and skinnys for the novice to
intermediate to play on. We have plans to get back
into Lowell soon; there is still maintenance, trail
feature projects and tons of signage to finish. Must
also say that the Tuesday Night Ride there is still
popular and a great deal of fun.
Great Brook Farm has seen our presence on two
fronts in a big way this year. Both as part of the
weekly Friday Night Ride and our expanding Trail
Care events. Part of the itinerary of the Friday ride
starting at Russell Mill is to loop through Great
Brook (a little road work required) which adds
about 10 miles to the ride. Out of the 8 scheduled
trail care days we planned this year 4 will have
been spent at Great Brook, so we're seeing a lot

more of the place lately. We hope to develop an
extensive plan for next season at Great Brook so
those of you who have spent countless hours in
the past working on those wonderful trails, keep
an eye on the dates and come out once again to
give us a hand.
We have not yet come up with a plan for Billerica
State Forest. Still we need to do an assessment
and present an initial plan to the DCR. Hoping to
make use of one of these perfect fall days to get
back out there and ride with the GPS and do some
snooping for singletrack potential. We'll let you
know how it goes and if you want to be part of
what's happening at MV NEMBA send me a note.
—Bob Giunta

Ride the Trails

most importantly the black flies begin to disappear.
McNEMBA has had marked progress with trail
improvements this season and we still have a
month or two left. We are also going to try and
complete some work on the summer bypass trail at
the Camden Hills State Park before the snow flies,
so stay tuned to our Yahoo and Face book pages for
updates.

Mid Coast
Maine
President: John Anders, 207-542-0080,
j-anders@roadrunner.com
Exec Committee:
Kevin Davis, Mike Hartley, Steve
Koskinen, Mike White
Treasurer/Secretary: Casey Leonard

The fall season is upon us and hopefully all of the
rain is behind us. The fall season offers some of the
best riding and opportunities for trail work. The
temperatures are cooler, the leaves are turning, and

A few weeks ago the Camden Snow Bowl was visited by the folks from Morton Trails out of Vermont.
Redevelopment committee members met with the
trail designers and surveyed the mountain to identify a "gateway" multi-use trail that will access the
Ragged Mountain Preserve and existing trails at the
Snow Bowl. The proposed trail would accommodate a broader range of abilities and would provide
better access to some really sweet singletrack higher up the mountain. We will continue to provide
updates as the redevelopment continues and as the
proposals hopefully turn into reality.
The Camden-Rockport High School Mountain Bike
team has wrapped up their first week of practice

with 27 riders enrolled this year. This year the team
is being coached by three members of McNEMBA's
EC. Steve Koskinen, Mike Hartley, and Casey
Leonard have stepped up to the plate to help lead
the team to their 11th state title. Following
NEMBA's philosophy of "Ride the Trails, Save the
Trails, It's is also important to note that the high
school team normally does a bit of trail work to
boot. I can't wait to see 27 kids lined up to knock
out a bench cut. Let's wish all of the teams a safe
and successful season.
Look McNEMBA up on Yahoo groups or Facebook
for and happenings. Also, our trail work calendar is
listed on NEMBA's website under the Jamis Trail
Care Series. As a reminder the Camden Snow Bowl
will be open to lift serviced mountain biking on Sep
20th, Oct 4th, 11th, 18th and 25th. October 18th
is the Ragged & Bald Mountain Festival. Their will
be food, music, and games for kids. There will also
be a couple of group rides led by McNEMBA. —John
Anders

2009 Camden Hills Regional High School Mountain Bike Team. Photo by Lori VanDusen

NEMBA Gear @ www.nemba.org

Socks
Save the Trails

Trail Jersey

Ballcaps

Jersey
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North Shore
President: Frank Lane
president@nsnemba.org,978-465-2295
Vice-President: Fred White
Treasurer: Kirk Goldsworthy
Secretary: Henry Kells
BOD Reps: Dan Streeter & Frank Lane
Wicked Ride Chair: Steve Charrette
Email List: mtbnorthshore@yahoogroups.com
Website: www.nsnemba.org
North Shore NEMBA Group Ride at Willowdale State Park. Photo by Dan Streeter

Chapter Update Fall 2009
The trails have finally dried out and firmed up after
the rains of this spring and summer. The temperatures have dropped for more enjoyable mountain
biking.

August 16th chapter meeting: A relax-

ing ride/meeting was attended by a dozen chapter
member on this hot August day. The riding had us
touring through Dog Town, and even downtown
Rockport before returning to Fred Whites house for
dogs and burgers.
At the meeting plans for fall trail days, and the up
coming Wicked Ride were discussed.

Saturday, October
Reservation

3rd,

2009

-

Ward

Description: 95' Bog Bridge on Boston Hill side of
Old Chestnut. The chapter has installed many
bridges and helped improve the trail network over
the last couple of years for this Trustees property.
Sunday, October 18th, 2009 - Harold Parker
State Forest
Description: Maintenance on Field Pond Trail aka
"Chick Flick" This trail is used by fishermen, walkers, and bikers. The trail improvements will be
ready for the wicked ride.

Trek Bicycles / NEMBA Trail Care
Series Events:

Kona Bicycles-Fox Shox MTB
Adventure Ride

Sunday, September 13th, 2009 - Beverly
Commons / Greenwood Ave

The 10 annual wicked ride of the east will be held
on October 25th. The plans for this year are for
bigger and better. Get ready for new trails,
improved trails. Some say close to 30 miles of single track in Harold Parker state forest. Ride then
check out the venders and enjoy some of Lee's now
famous chili. Also be on the look out for the 10th
annual Wicked ride T shirts.

Description: Boardwalks, treadwork, drainage on
Mom's Silver Bullet. This is one of the best trails on
the North shore, the traffic on this trail has
increased in recent years and the trail is starting to
show ware, it was nice to give some upgrades back
to this area.

Other Events:
Sunday November 8th chapter meeting: Come
out for a ride through Willowdale State Forest and
then plan to attend the chapter meeting in Byfield.
This year end meeting is important as we vote for
chapter officers, and plan for the upcoming year.
The ride will be for all riders, so come out and vote
on November 8th.
The Monday night ride series: This ride at
Willowdale Meadow got quite popular as the summer went on. Many new riding friend where made,
and I enjoyed meeting all the people that come out
to ride the trails. We will start back up in the
spring of 2010.
The Thursday night ride: This ride has struggled
with poor weather, poor attendance. Then our ride
leader Scott goes down for knee surgery. Look for
this event to be retooled for next year. —Frank
Lane

Rhode Island
President: Peter Gengler,
pgengler@landtruth.com, 508-2529578
VP Arcadia: Jim Grimley
VP Big River: Peter Gengler
VP Burlingame: Lennon Schroeder
VP Lincoln Woods: Leo Corrigan
Treasurer: Sara Grimley
Secretary: Bart Angelo
NEMBA BOD Rep: Matt Schulde
NEMBA BOD Rep: Bart Angelo
Email List: mtb-RI@nemba.org
Web: RINEMBA.org
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The Southern end of the North/South trail is a beautiful thing! Photo by Craig Mello
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Hello again! Welcome to fall in Southern New
England. Always my personal favorite riding season… Last month was a busy one. In addition to
our regular rides (thanks to Peter, Chris, Lennon,
Anthony, Jim, Leo, et al.), September brought us a
work day in Burlingame in conjunction with the
AMC. These joint efforts go a long way to promoting hiker/biker relations, and with the use
these trails get during the year a little maintenance goes a long way. Your help is definitely
appreciated at these and all trail maintenance
days. In addition, we had our first ever Fun Ride
in Big River. As you know, mountain biking in Big
River had been restricted to the fire roads- so this
is a big deal... All of that singletrack was lonely
without us! Thanks to countless hours of lobbying and years of RI NEMBA members pulling trash
out of the management area on Earth Day, we
were finally allowed to have an event there. I
hope that you were able to make it- this is a fantastic step in the right direction.
With fall comes hunting season, so be sure to
wear your orange blaze starting in October. In
addition, it is advisable to stay out of the woods
entirely during shotgun season (12/5-12/13), it
gets a little crazy for that week. Rhode Island
allows hunting on Sundays, which generally
means there is an increase in activity on that day
from people coming in from out of state. Make
your presence known and keep yourself safe.
As we wrap up the year I trust you were able to
make one or a few dozen of the rides that RI
NEMBA members led this year. We tried to make
sure there were plenty of opportunities to get out
and ride, make some new friends and learn some

White
Mountains

President: Rob Adair,
radair@allpointstech.com, 603-3566913
VPs: John Barley, Mark Jenks, Tony Tulip
Treasurer: Phil Ostroski
Secretary: Jean Lee

Our 9th annual Trailbuilding Weekend was held
August 1st & 2nd, based again this year out of
Echo Lake State Park. We had a reasonable turnout
and focused on trail maintenance on the Red Tail
Trail. A good bit of work was done to help this very
popular trail drain more effectively. Thanks to all
who showed up to help.
Many thanks go to a guy who could not do trail
work or attend any rides - Tony Tulip. Tony almost
singlehandedly put on a superb barbeque and
never sat down until everyone had eaten and drank
their fill. Thank you, Tony!
The Saco Ranger District of the White Mountain
National Forest has released a scoping document
regarding incorporation of the existing trail network located in the Moat Mountains area near
North Conway into the Forest Service's system of
trails. The document can be downloaded at
http://www.fs.fed.us/r9/forests/white_mountain/pr
ojects/projects/assessments/moat_mtn_trails/moa
t_mtn_trails.html .
Save the Trails

John Pell shows that even a Pugsley can be light on its feet Photo by Craig Mello
new trails. Speaking of, I heard that thanks to Leo
there are some new trails in Lincoln Woods. I may
have to take a hike up there to check them out
myself! Finally- Craig has been working on a RI
NEMBA Facebook page, so be sure to look it up
and keep in touch.

you know it!
Keep the rubber side downMatt Schulde

Enjoy the cool weather- winter will be here before
Most of the existing network is recommended to
be included, with a few trails not recommended.
These include:
•

Bloody Arm Trail - located behind
Cathedral Ledge and links to Lucy
Brook/North Moat Mountain Trail.

•

Cathedral Connector - a short, steep
woods road that parallels Lucy Brook from
Cathedral Ledge Road and bypasses
Diana's Baths.

•

Thompson Falls Trail - recommended to be
closed to bikes but open for hiking

•

switchback Hill - a seldom used skidder
path that runs from the Mineral Site to Fire
Road #379/High Street.

drained sand and gravel suitable for mountain bike
trails.

The Forest Service has put in a lot of time on this
project and the proposal is very favorable toward
mountain biking. In connection with this project,
NEMBA recently signed an access agreement with
Bob Carleton, the developer of Hales Location, to
allow continued use of the Lower Stony Ridge Trail
which crosses his land. We have also made contact
with two other private landowners who have key
pieces of trail on their lands, and hope to sign similar agreements with them
It is critically important that we provide input to
the Forest Service on this issue. Comments are
already being received and as you might expect
some are not in support of this proposal. We
would like to see the Forest Service include the
Bloody Arm Trail and Cathedral Connector as system trails, with signage installed to direct bikers
across Lucy Brook above the sometimes congested
Diana's Baths area. We also feel the Thompson
Falls Trail could easily be rerouted around the problem areas. All three of these trails are on well-
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NEMBA Rides
NEMBA rides are led by individual NEMBA members for other members and prospective members. So if you haven't yet joined NEMBA,
please do. Rides are usually for small numbers of people and vary with
t h e
location
a n d
the personal style of the host. Rides have been known to change location or time at the last moment. So be sure to call the ride's leader,
both to sign up, and to find out more about the ride. **Be sure to
contact the ride leader a couple of days before the ride takes place.
That way you will be sure that the ride is on.
If you commit to a ride, go, since space is limited. That way the rides
will stay manageable and will be enjoyable for everyone. Helmets are
required on all NEMBA rides. Contact your ride's leader if the weather looks questionable.
HEY! - Why not lead a NEMBA ride yourself? Contact Bill Boles at
508-583-0067 or nembabill@yahoo.com for more information.
(T/FR) Indicates a technical or freeride
(MBA) Indicates a NEMBA Mountain Bike Adventure Series Ride
(EN) Indicates an EFTA/NEMBA Fun Ride.
(AM) Indicates a weekday daytime morning ride.
(DB) Indicates a daybreak or early morning ride.
(BHTW) Indicates a Blue Hills Trail Watch ride.
(Dog) Indicates you can bring your dog.
(W) Indicates a Women's ride.
(CALL) Indicates contact the leader to see if the ride is on.
(TBA) Indicates location to be determined.
(U) Indicates an urban ride.
(GAR) Gravity Assisted Ride
(SS) Indicates Single Speed bicycles are OK.
(SKILLS) Indicates a skills training session
(KIDS) A ride for Kids, parents are often welcome too.
The following ride categories are only general guidelines. You should
ask the ride's leader exactly what type of ride he or she is planning in

terms of distance, pace and technicality. Also, be realistic about your
level of riding skills and don't join a ride that is beyond your present
ability or fitness level.
MBAS

Kona Bicycles-Fox Shox MTB Adventure Series
ride. 10-20 miles. A ride on a marked course for all
ability levels. Normally includes short and long
loops. Call for more information.

EFTA/NEMBA

10-25 miles. Marked loops for all ability levels.
Normally includes multiple loops. Call for more
information.

Kids/Family

2-10 miles, usually easy pace & terrain. These
rides are aimed at parents with young children.

Beginner

2-7 miles, easy terrain, easy pace. These rides are
aimed at riders with little or no riding experience.

Novice

4-9 miles, mellow pace, easy terrain, frequent
stops.

Advanced Novice 6-10 miles, mellow pace, either mostly easy terrain, or could be technical terrain done slowly, frequent stops.
Intermediate

10-20 miles, moderately technical, somewhat
faster pace, occasional stops and bail out points.
Intermediate rides are designed for people who
ride frequently, and have some skills, but who
probably don't enter races.

Advanced Intermediate The same as intermediate, except faster
and harder terrain.
Advanced

20-30 miles, high technical difficulty, fast pace,
few stops or chances to bail out. These rides are
intended for advanced riders or, racers who would
like to go for a challenging ride at less than all out
race pace.

Women's Ride

Can be any level of difficulty. Call for more information.

Cape Cod & Islands
Wednesdays
Hyannis/Yarmouth

Intermediate

EMS Hyannis

e0026st@ems.com

508-362-8690

All

Bob Perry

bikebob@crocker.com

413-772-2700

All

Jim Wrightson

jjwright@princeton-ma.us 978-852-4800

Intermediate
Beg. - Intermediate

Danielson Adv. Sports
Pedal Power

don@bikect.com
http://pedalpowerct.com

860-774-6010
860-347-3776

Int -Advanced

Pedal Power

http://pedalpowerct.com

860-347-3776

Advanced
Intermediate

Vernon Cycles
Danielson Adv. Sports

neracearth@nerac.com
don@bikect.com

860-872-7740
860-774-6010

Central, Wachusett & Western Mass
Wednesdays
Greenfield area
Sundays
Leominster SF

Connecticut
Tuesdays
TBA
Middlesex Trails
Saturdays
Middleton
Sundays
TBA
Danielson
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TBA
W. Hartford Res.

Advanced
Intermediate-Adv

Pedal Power
Charlie Beristain

http://pedalpowerct.com
charlieb@prodigy.net

860-347-3776
860-521-7188

Int - Expert

Thomas Chase

tomsharo@yahoo.com

Adv. Intermediate
All
Intermediate

Peter DeSantis
Matt Bowser
Bob Hall

peterdesantis@comcast.net 603-493-4779
matt@bowser.com
603-491-5448
bob@souhegancycleworks.com 603-673-1817

Adv. Intermediate

Peter DeSantis

peterdesantis@comcast.net 603-493-4779

Int - Expert

Thomas Chase

tomsharo@yahoo.com

Intermediate

Joe Mardeusz

bikeshopjoe@yahoo.com

All
Intermediate

David Zizza
Lionel Chapman

davidzizza@comcast.net
errollthin@yahoo.com

All

David Zizza

davidzizza@comcast.net

Intermediate

Bob

facdesign@comcast.net

All

David Zizza

davidzizza@comcast.net

Maine, New Hampshire & Vermont
Mondays Until 10/26
Presque Isle, ME
Tuesdays
TBD
NH
TBD
Central NH
TBD
NH
Wednesdays
TBD
NH
Wednesdays Until 10/28
Presque Isle, ME
Wednesdays Until 11/25
Brattleboro, VT

802-254-9430(CALL)

Metro Boston, Merrimack & North Shore
Tuesdays
Great Brook SP
Lowell-Dracut SF
Thursdays
Great Brook SP
Fridays
Until 11/13
Russell Mill, Chelmsford
Saturdays
TBD
Saturdays Until 12/26
Cutler Park, Needham

Kids

Thom Parsons-Intl. Bikes

thomp2000@gmail.com

617-527-0967(KIDS)

Southeastern Mass, Blackstone Valley & Rhode Island
Tuesdays
Foxboro SF Adv. Beginner
Wednesdays
Burlingame RI
TBD
TBD
Thursdays Until 10/30
RI, TBD
Ist Thursdays
TBD
Intermediate
Other Thursdays
Foxboro SF Intermediate
Fridays
Until 10/20
Lincoln Woods, RI
Saturdays
Pembroke area
Saturdays Until 12/26
Cutler Park, Needham
Sundays
Ames Nowell SP, Abington

Save the Trails

Kevin Delaney

kmdmac@comcast.net

Adv Beg - Intermediate
All
Adv-Beg-Intermediate

Lennon Schroeder
B.V. NEMBA
Bill Boles

ljschroe@gmail.com
401-212-6694
http://www.bvnemba.org/rides.php
NEMBAbill@yahoo.com 508-583-0067(AM)

Relaxed-Advanced

Peter Gengler

gengler.peter@gmail.com

Dan Ibbitson

dnostibbi@comcast.net 508-384-0665

Dan Ibbitson

dnostibbi@comcast.net 508-384-0665

Intermediate

Brendan & Chris

Kids

Pembroke@skimarket.com

Kids

Thom Parsons-Intl. Bikes

Beginner- Adv. Nov.

Malcolm Neilson

mtbdee@hotmail.com

fortin.chris@gmail.com
781-826-1155(KIDS)

thomp2000@gmail.com

617-527-0967(KIDS)

malcride@yahoo.com

617-334-1235
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S.O.S.: Support Our Sponsors!
$1000+
Ace Wheelworks, Somerville MA
Belmont Wheel Works, Belmont MA
Bikebarn, Whitman MA
Cannondale, Bethel CT
Fox Racing Shox, Watsonville CA
Independent Fabrication, Somerville
International Bicycle Center, Newton
Landry’s Bicycles, Natick MA
Redbones BBQ, Somerville MA
Seven Cycles, Watertown MA
Ted Wojcik Bicycles, Hampstead NH
The Bikeway Source, Bedford MA

Best Western Inn, Rutland VT
Bicycle World, Greenfield MA
Boutique Bikes, Withrop ME
Central Wheel, Farmington CT
Chainline Cycles, Laconia NH
Cycle Lodge, Pembroke MA
Exeter Cycles, Exeter NH
Fireball heat Treating Co., Attleboro
Frank's Spoke 'N Wheel, Sudbury MA
Goodale’s Bike Shop, Concord NH
Goodale’s Bike Shop, Hooksett NH
Goodale’s Bike Shop, Nashua NH
Granby Bicycle, Granby CT
Highland Hardware & Bike, Holyoke
MA
$200+
IBEX/USE, Portsmouth NH
Bicycles Unlimited, Greenfield MA
Moots Cycles, Steamboat Spr. CO
Breakstone, White-Lief & Gluck, PC Naults Cyclery, Manchester NH
East Providence Bicycles, E. Prov. RI New England Bicycle, Southwick MA
Milford Bicycles, Milford MA
North Haven Bicycle, North Haven
Northeast Bicycle Club, Burlington
CT
The Bike Shop, Manchester CT
Northampton Bicycles, Northampton
Washington Square Tavern
Pedal Power, Middleton CT
The Bicycle Shop of Topsfield, MA
Trailside Bicycles, Hadley MA
$100
Wheel Power, Exeter NH
All Things 2 Wheels, Conway NH
Souhegan Cycleworks, Milford NH
Anderson Bicycle, Quincy MA
Xtra Effort Solutions, Westford MA
Arcadian Shop, Lenox MA
Benidorm Bikes & Snowboards,
$75
Canon CT
Minuteman Road Club, Ivoryton CT
Berger’s Bike Shop, York ME

NEMBA’s Jersey
ON SALE!
$55

Imagine vivid blues, luscious greens and brilliant oranges and red — this is classic New
England. Ride with Pride, Ride Hard!
Available Online @ www.NEMBA.org
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Plattsburgh, NY
New England Mountain Bike Association
PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720
CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Check your
membership
status and
renew promptly

~Lock in Your Membership at the Old Rate~
Renew before December 15th!

